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Background: Single cell RNA-Seq is a powerful technique that is becoming more popular since it enables to
sequence the transcriptome of each cell within a population of different cell types in a single experiment.
Currently, there are a few different technologies, like BioRad-Illumina ddSeq and 10X Chromium.
Methods: We studied 6 human PBMC samples (for the purpose of this poster we are going to show the best
ones) using ddSeq and sequencing on NextSeq500 (SureCell WTA 3’ protocol), generating 30M reads/sample,
capturing from 300 to 2000 cells/sample and counting ~5000 transcripts/cell. In this paired end based method
the first mate contains a cellular and molecular barcode, while the second contains the 3’ portion of the
transcript. The amount of valid cell/transcript barcodes, the efficiency of mapping and gene annotation were
estimated and then compared using the open source (DST) DropSeqTools together with ddSeeker, and the pay-
for-use Illumina BaseSpace (BS) Cloud. Differential expression of cell markers and cluster analyses were
performed with the Seurat R package fine tuning every parameter in order to find the better set of values for
each sample. Our goal is to investigate the versatility in problem-backtracking as well as the differences in
results between DST and BS.
Results: The two methods showed some differences in the workflows such as the mapping and barcode
calling strategies. The BS platform performs a read filtering step that should enhance the outcome of the
analysis even though the type of filter used and its parameters are unknown. The preprocessing step
performed using ddSeeker leads to a higher number of recovered barcodes (from 77% by BS to 81% by
DST), while after the mapping and refinement steps, the number of reads suitable for differential gene
expression is slightly higher in BS (25M reads) than in DST (23M reads). The DST tools detected an overall
higher number of cells with at least 100 non-duplicate transcripts each, some of them were filtered out
during quality controls in R. DST tool results also give better clustering than BS, e.g. Naive, Memory and
transitioning CD4+ T cells were identified as 3 different clusters in Sample 2 (Table 3 and Figure 3) only
using DST tools thus suggesting some kind of information loss during the BS preprocessing.
Conclusions: Being a
proprietary platform, BS
doesn’t have the same
versatility and
transparency of the DST
solution, which allows
the user to better set the
parameters according to
the biological sample. In
addition to this, DST
shows a higher capability
of retaining information
than BS (as shown in




approach could be a valid




Figure 1: Comparison between the number of cells and transcripts for the 2
best samples, comparing the two analysis strategies.
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Table 1: Number of cell in each cluster with the relative proportion of the 2 best samples.






Table 2 & 3: Markers tables with p-value (Bonferroni adjusted) which indicates the probability of the marker to be a true marker for that cluster, used to identify cluster cell types In Sample 1 (2) and Sample 2 (3).  NA is used when 
either the marker or cluster can’t be found with the other method. In red it is also possible to see the only available marker for BS Cluster #2 (3) is not statistically significant.
Figure 2 & 3: Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection clustering plot (UMAP) for Sample 1 (2) and Sample 2 (3). The left side of both plots shows results from DST while the right side shows results form BS. Cell types 
were assigned using markers from Table 2 and 3. 
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